
Company research is critical for business 

development, competitive intelligence, 

M&A strategy and many other activities 

that generate decision intelligence for large 

enterprises. How do you capture the clear 

and comprehensive picture of companies of 

interest—at the pace that today’s dynamic 

business environment demands? 

Introducing Nexis+ AI™. This transformative 

AI-powered platform accelerates company 

research by combining powerful extractive 

and generative AI technologies with the 

expansive LexisNexis data universe trusted 

by organizations worldwide for more than 

50 years.

Get smart fast on businesses  
that matter to you



Streamlined Company Research
Say “goodbye” to fragmented searches and “hello” to a unified research 
experience that puts company and financial data at your fingertips. 

Actionable Insights in Fewer Clicks
When you’ve discovered a company you want to learn more about, Nexis+ AI 
aggregates its diverse corporate data into an accessible Company Profile.

Company Search lets you find specific 

businesses or discover new ones using 

filters to surface companies based 

on industry, number of employees, 

revenue, location and more. 

 Single-screen access to a vast data 

pool of company information

 Editable search filters to meet 

your specific research needs

 Customizable results display that 

surfaces key search data

The Overview tab
is your snapshot of key 

company information, including 

leadership, revenue, news 

coverage trends, article links, top 

competitors, and more.

The Financial tab
visualizes financial metrics, 

with links to company filings, to 

offer a clear picture of company 

performance over time.

The News tab
highlights recent media 

coverage, allowing you to quickly see 

what’s being said about companies 

of interest. Experience even more 

time savings by using AI Insights to 

summarize an article’s key points.

Because each tab features links to original sources, you can validate your findings and see the context of company 

data for greater insight. 



Powerful and Efficient Document Analysis
Instead of manually reviewing lengthy documents like 10Ks and annual reports 
to find the nuggets of information you need, you can use the Nexis+ AI Document 
Analyzer to extract relevant insights.

Simply upload a document of interest, and leverage new discovery opportunities: 

AI Chat
offers prompts for common questions, or 

you can ask your own questions about the uploaded 

document’s contents based on the needs or interests 

of stakeholders across your enterprise. The chatbot 

then generates answers based on the contents of the 

source document, along with citations.

Extractions
surface key data, like companies, geographies 

and people mentioned in the document with links 

back to related Company Profiles in Nexis+ AI, 

allowing you to view data on your target company’s 

peers and competitors with just a click.

The Document Analyzer includes automatic citations within the summary, giving you transparency of results. 

Important details, including links, can be saved and organized in the Nexis® Hub Chrome Extension for future use. 



Seamless First Draft Generation
Nexis+ AI empowers users to transform collected snippets of insightful company 
research into digestible reports with only a couple clicks.

1  Collect & Draft using Nexis+ AI. Save insights you find throughout your company research 

in one easy-to-organize location. Highlight and save text from news articles, along with the 

article's source data, to a Nexis+ AI collection.

2  Generate Draft then transforms your collected snippets of diverse insights into a written, 

cohesive report generated with AI.

3  Custom Outlines allow you to tailor your generated first draft to your audience by prioritizing 

the sources and snippets you select. Generated drafts are based on the contents of the 

source snippets. 

4  Quickly review and edit your generated draft by cutting and pasting into your preferred text 

editor — along with linked citations to the sources your generated first draft was created with.
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Transparency to Build Trust in Results
To help ensure the integrity and reliability of your company research, 
Nexis+ AI makes it easy to understand and validate where your company data 
and AI insights are sourced from:

Schedule a demo today to discover how Nexis+ AI can transform 
your decision intelligence.

LexisNexis.com/NexisAI    |    888-285-3947

Experience the Future of Company Research
Embrace the future of company research with Nexis+ AI and unlock faster insight to stay ahead in 
today's competitive landscape.

Propel your company 

research forward with 

efficiency and transparency.

Create reports with links 

to original sources from an 

expansive content library.

Empower informed decision-

making with insights rooted 

in data-driven intelligence.

Transparent data-sourcing
Enables greater confidence in research 

results from having full visibility into the origin of 

company data discovered in Nexis+ AI.

Publisher-friendly approach
Ensures data contributors receive equitable 

compensation, creating a collaborative ecosystem of 

knowledge sharing.

Closed-loop AI
Reduces opportunities for hallucinations 

from AI-generated content because data is sourced 

exclusively from the documents you select or upload. 

User Confidentiality
Data is anonymized so that it can never be 

traced to you by LexisNexis. All uploaded documents 

are immediately deleted after your session ends.

As part of the RELX family, LexisNexis adheres to ethical data use principles and compliance with privacy best 

practices, helping you overcome AI trust hurdles among decision-makers.

http://LexisNexis.com/NexisAI

